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— from Fixed Stars, by Vivian Robson

FIREWORKS

PROCYON  alpha Orionis   25 à 56
Notes:  A binary yellowish white & yellow star situated on the body

of the Lesser Dog.  From Prokuon, before the Dog, in allusion to its rising before Sirius
Influence:  According to Ptolemy it is of the nature of Mercury & Mars; to Simmonite,
of Venus & Mars, which is probably a misprint; and to Alvidas, of the Moon, Jupiter &
Uranus.  It gives activity, violence, sudden & violent malevolence, sudden preferment
by exertion, elevation ending in disaster, danger of dog bites & hydrophobia, and makes
its natives petulant, saucy, giddy, weak-natured, timid, unfortunate, proud, easily an-
gered, careless & violent.  Two cases are on record of death or injury by dog bite in
which Procyon & Sirius are involved.
If rising:  Artful, crafty, dissembling, wealth by violence & rapine, lust, dissipation, waste &
ruin, military preferment, quarrels  . . .
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Notes

Extracted & adapted from AstroAmerica’s
Daily Ephemeris, 2000-2020.  Get yours!
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Elliott, Meira Epstein & lots &
lots of others.  The price is $249
for all three days, but that IN-
CLUDES two months access to
the taped archives.  Which just
might make this the first confer-
ence you ever attended where
you can actually see & hear all
the speakers.

Robert says the best way to
learn is with a teacher.  As a book-
seller, I agree.  Teachers are dy-
namic, they bring you the excite-
ment of the moment, they are in-
herently holistic.  You can learn
more in a day from a good
teacher, than you can in a year
with books.  Note that many of
Robert’s speakers are published
authors.

WWWWWHO is Robert Corre &
why does he want
ME?  Corre runs the

Forum on Astrology, where he
broadcasts live astro-instruction
on a daily basis.  He’s been do-
ing that for a number of years.

Robert is now planning his
first ever Internet Astrology
Conference, to be held on Oc-
tober 1, 2 & 3 (Friday, Saturday,
Sunday).  All day long live video
feeds.  Speakers include Shelly
Ackerman, Lynn Bell, Greg
Bogart, Zdenek Bohuslav, Boris
Boyko, Chris Brennan, Jerry
Brignone, Nicholas Campion,
Gary Christen, David Cochrane,
Joseph Crane, Karine Dilanyan,
Monica Dimino, Benjamin
Dykes, Carolyn Egan, David
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ANNOUNCING
FIRST EVER

INTERNET
ASTROLOGY
CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 1, 2 & 3
BE  THERE
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ASTROLOGY
CONFERENCE
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AT THE moment I am preparing two
of Vivian Robson’s books for re-
printing.  Robson reads charts very

differently from most other astrologers.  I
am wondering if his delineations are the
usual depictions of planets in signs & houses,
or if they are intended as significators of the
topic at hand.  A planet has one set of mean-
ings when it’s the significator & other plan-
ets make aspects to it, and another set of
meanings when it’s in aspect to some other
significator & some other matter. – Back to

the usual next week.

A

From
Foundations of Astrology

INDEED, it may even be said that all
evil, as it is portrayed horoscopically,
resolves itself into lack of balance, and

it is largely because the square & opposition
are so very strong that they are often pro-
ductive of unfortunate results; they overstress
some part of the nature & create a propen-
sity to disease, either of character, body or
fortunes.  They upset the equilibrium.  Even
trines can do this, but they are less apparent
in their effects because they normally fall in
the same element.  On the other hand two
squares, if they be of opposite tendencies,
can to some extent cancel each other out.

Integration implies that a map has an or-
dered significance, strong & clear in its indi-
cations and without notably weak planets.

Mussolini’s nativity may be classed as
strongly integrated.  The Sun is in its own
sign with Mercury and they are in sextile to
four bodies in Gemini, harmonizing the life-
urge with the mental powers. — Essays on
the Foundations of Astrology, 1947

I
Foundations of Astrology

July 25
306–Constantine proclaimed Emperor
1870–Birth of Maxfield Parrish
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Buy the book!  Meet the author!  Headlines, graphics, book titles & authors are all clickable.  So click already!  Go places!

On the Beach Productions Presents*:

A Word From Our Sponsors —

*On the Beach was a famous novel by Nevil
Shute, depicting the aftermath of a nuclear war
in which survivors waited passively for the end.
For me, on the beach, in 2010, means ordi-
nary people, like you and me, waiting anx-
iously for the next phase of the financial di-
saster, the one that started in  September, 2008.

N E W

I STARTED this newsletter two years
ago as a means of promoting my mail
order astrology book business.  But, like

everything in life, my Gemini side came out
& I began to ramble at the mouth I mean
keyboard.

So it’s time to dazzle you with the books
I publish.  Aside from a table of houses, you
could have a most fine astrological library
with nothing but these books.  Available di-
rectly from us, from Amazon, via special
order from Barnes & Noble.  Wholesale from
the American Federation of Astrologers:

N E W
THE MODERN
TEXT-BOOK OF
ASTROLOGY, by
Margaret Hone.  The
finest of the many
textbooks, lavish,
complete, time-tested,
authoritative, a clas-
sic.  $34.95 – end of
this month.

N A T A L   A S T R O L O G Y
A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PRACTI-
CAL ASTROLOGY, by Vivian Robson.
Very different from his contemporary,
Charles Carter.  By using rulerships & dis-
positors, Robson teases out far more details
than you ever thought possible.  NEW.
$19.95 – end of this month.
THE PRINCIPLES OF ASTROLOGY, by
C.E.O. Carter.  His introduction to astrology,
and, with his Some Principles sequel, the
keys to unlocking his other books.  $21.95
A STUDENT’S TEXT-BOOK OF AS-
TROLOGY, by Vivian Robson.  His sec-
ond book on natal astrology.  $22.95.  NEW:
next month.

F O R E C A S T I N G
THE PROGRESSED HOROSCOPE, by
Alan Leo.  A complete, rip-roaring guide to
progressions, with important notes on tran-
sits, returns and primary directions.  $29.95
PRIMARY DIRECTIONS, A DEFINI-
TIVE STUDY, by Sepharial.  One of the best
books on primaries, by the 20th century
master.  Too difficult to calculate by hand,
primaries have made a comeback in the last
20 years, thanks to computers.  Originally
titled, Directional Astrology.  I changed the
name because “directions” is now unclear.

A Word From Our Sponsors —

I R E L A T I O N S H I P S
ASTROLOGY AND SEX, by Vivian Rob-
son.  This is for those of you who like analy-
sis.  All the gory details of why A loves B but
hates C; why D & E had kids, but F & G
never did.  Using the techniques in this book,
you will never look at a chart the same again.
Way more here than any other book.  $19.95

MEDICAL   ASTROLOGY
THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF MEDICAL
ASTROLOGY, by H.L. Cornell MD.  If
you’re new to astrology you won’t think
much of this huge book, but the more you
study medieval astrology, the more unbeliev-
ably fantastic it becomes.  This is a massive
compilation of virtually every previous book,
along with the distillation of Cornell’s own
decades of practice.  Limited availability:
Still some repaired copies available for $40,
will be reprinted in the fall at $65 or $75.
ASTROLOGICAL JUDGEMENT OF
DISEASES FROM THE DECUMBI-
TURE OF THE SICK, and, URINALIA,
by Nicholas Culpeper.  Culpeper, 1616-54,
is best known for his famous Herbal.  This is
his less-well-known guide to astrological di-
agnosis.  $17.95
THE ASTROLOGICAL JUDGEMENT
AND PRACTICE OF PHYSICK, by Ri-
chard Saunders.  From 1677, this is a com-
prehensive guide to diagnosis & healing, a
book that appears to have been compiled over
a considerable period of time.  Decipher the
terms & you have a complete bedside physi-
cian.  This Richard was the inspiration for
Ben Franklin’s Poor Richard.  $29.95
BLAGRAVE’S ASTROLOGICAL
PRACTICE OF PHYSICK, by Joseph Bla-
grave, 1671.  A maverick from Reading, Bla-
grave used super herbs, harvested at precise
astrologically selected times.  He also in-
structs in the most amazing external cures.
With extensive notes & supplementary ma-
terials as supplied by me, as I found this a
fascinating book.  $23.95

SABIAN SYMBOLS
THE SABIAN SYMBOLS, A SCREEN
OF PROPHECY, by Diana Roche.  Finally,
the Sabians done right.  For the first time,
includes Marc Edmund Jones’s original hand-
written notes, complete with strikeouts &
other traces of that day from long, long ago.
NEW this month:  $39.95

D O N ’ T   O V E R L O O K

ANCIENT   ASTROLOGY
THE TETRABIBLOS, by Claudius
Ptolemy.  Almost incomprehensible, but still
the most studied astrology book of all time.
This is the paraphrase of Proclus, the famous
translation by J.M. Ashmand.  $19.95
CARMEN ASTROLOGICUM, by Dor-
otheus of Sidon.  From the first century AD.
Dorotheus lived in Alexandria.  The origin
of triplicity rulers can be found in this book,
which also includes the earliest known as-
trological charts.  $21.95
ANCIENT ASTROLOGY THEORY &
PRACTICE, aka Matheseos Libri VIII, by
Firmicus Maternus, in the sparkling transla-
tion by Jean Rhys Brahm.  Of all the early
books, this is my favorite.  Comprehensive,
clearly written, complete.  $29.95
THE BOOK OF INSTRUCTION IN THE
ELEMENTS OF THE ART OF ASTROL-
OGY, by Al Biruni.  Among other things,
comprehensive lists of planetary rulerships,
as well as more than 150 lots.  $12.95

H O R A R Y
CHRISTIAN ASTROLOGY books 1 & 2,
by William Lilly.  Book 1 is a general intro-
duction to astrology.  Book 2 is Lilly’s won-
derful, masterful treatise on horary, the great-
est ever written.  $39.95
HORARY ASTROLOGY: The Art of As-
trological Divination, by Derek Appleby.  In
the 1970’s this was the man who single-
handedly revived horary after more than two
centuries of decline.  Incisive.  $23.95

D O N ’ T   O V E R L O O K
Christian Astrology book 3: Natal astrol-
ogy, by William Lilly, $32.95
Mundane Astrology, by H.S. Green, Raphael,
and C.E.O. Carter.  Comprehensive.  $24.95
All the other wonderful C.E.O. Carter books.
Electional Astrology, and, Fixed Stars, by
Vivian Robson.
Encyclopedia of Astrology –  Nicholas deVore.
The Prenatal Epoch, by E.H. Bailey
AstroAmerica’s Ephemeris, 2010-2020,
and 2000-2020.
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Order on-line at

www.AstroAmerica.com
Order toll-free: 1-800-475-2272
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Don’t fall from the sky!  Get your Astrology books from AstroAmerica!  All the books, all the time, fast service, fair prices.

— Electional Astrology, by Viv-
ian Robson

Part 69:  Conception

From Book Eight of

Ancient Astrology
Theory & Practice
by Julius Firmicus Maternus

Ancient Astrology
Theory & PracticePlanets in Libra

from Astrology & Sex: Classified
rules & aphorisms
by Vivian Robson

— Astrology & Sex, by Vivian Robson,
1941.  [Increasingly I think such delineations
apply only when the planet is the significa-
tor.  — Dave]     — Ancient Astrology

Theory & Practice, by Firmicus Maternus.

The 90th Degree

THE chief significators in this matter
are the ascendant & fifth house &
their lords, and the Moon & its dis-

positor.  Fortify as many of these as possible
& place them in male signs, if a male child is
to be conceived, or in female signs if a fe-
male child.  If the significators are equal in
regard to sex look to the lord of the hour &
the planet to which the Moon applies.  If the
significators are still equal an hermaphrodite
may be born, and if the significators are in
double-bodied signs there is a likelihood of
twins.  For a male child let fixed signs oc-
cupy the angles, and let the ascendant be in a
masculine sign of long ascension, free from
affliction by the malefics.  Place the benefics
free from affliction & strong & take care that
no malefic or feminine planet is angular.  Let
the luminaries be strong & free from afflic-
tion, and let the Moon be in good aspect with
the Sun.  See also that the lord of the ascen-
dant is fortunate in the seventh, eighth, ninth
& tenth months after conception, if possible.
According to the ancients the odd planetary
hours dispose to the conception of a male,
and the even hours to that of a female.  [You
never guessed any of this, now did you? —
Dave]

Part 69:  Conception

T

Planets in Libra

35. Sun.  Strongly separative influence.
Native often separated from partner, and usu-
ally the survivor, but partner will be a per-
son of much strength, and a source of help
to the native.  To a woman, early engage-
ment or marriage, but risk of trouble in con-
nection with either or both.
36. Moon.  Marriage may be helped or hin-
dered by a parent of the native or partner.  May
be a difference in age or social position.  Fa-
vors marriage & popularity, but affliction leads
to separation & divorce.  Liability to scandal
& legal troubles, and danger to the reputation
& position from vindictive women.
37. Mercury.  Marriage for intellectual com-
panionship to a clever, artistic, or literary part-
ner; but sometimes marriage to a relative, so-
cial inferior, or poor person.  Many obstacles
& legal difficulties in regard to marriage.
38. Venus.  Pure & refined affections.  Many
sorrows through the death of loved ones.  Love
affairs with relatives.  A devoted partner, and
a love-marriage with financial sacrifice &
heavy responsibilities, though sometimes so-
cial advantages.  Native survives partner.
39. Mars.  Strongly separative influence.  Sor-
row & trouble through love affairs.  Marriage
may be an early or hasty one, or greatly de-
layed through an early disappointment.  Re-
sponsibilities through marriage, and domestic
strife.  Danger to partner’s life or health.
40.  Jupiter.  Happy & fruitful marriage, with
financial or social gain.  Marriage may bring
ninth house matters into the life.

FIRST I shall discuss the
enenecontameris, that is, the 90th de-
gree.  The use of this degree seems

to be unknown to many & it is only lightly
treated by a few writers.  The tract of Petosiris
on this subject seems to me to display a kind
of hostile prejudice & an attempt to conceal
the concept.  In all charts the 90th degree
must be carefully observed.  From this de-
gree can be discovered the nature of death
for the native, his misfortunes, dangers, good
fortune—the whole essence of the chart.

To find the 90th degree begin from the
ascendant & count 90 degrees.  When you
have found the 90th degree observe the sign
it is in, also the ruler of the sign & how he is
located in the chart.  Then see whether ma-
lefic or benefic planets are in aspect to the
90th degree.

Individual planets aspect that degree with
the whole force of their nature; if they are
malefic they bring ruin; if benefic they indi-
cate the highest good fortune.  If both kinds
are in aspect they moderate the influence of
each other.  Observe therefore the ruler of
the degree and in what terms that ruler is lo-
cated.  Thus you may discover everything
from the nature of the planet & the power of
the house.  For all things both good & bad
are shown by the 90th degree, according to
the nature of the sign in which it is found.

Similarly observe the Moon: setting out
from the degree in which the Moon is located,
count 90 degrees.  Note everything the same
way: the kind of sign, the kind of degree, who
is the ruler of the sign, the house, and the
degrees in which he is located, and what plan-
ets are in aspect . . .

The 90th Degree

F
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